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Interpon Easy Clean (EC) from Interpon Powder Coatings is an exterior durable powder coating that allows the simple and rapid removal of most forms of graffiti, reducing overall maintenance costs and ensuring the appearance of powder coated surfaces are maintained.

Surface damage caused by markers, spray paint and other forms of graffiti on Interpon EC coated items can be easily cleaned using common solvents without causing dullness or damage to the finished coating.

The increased toughness of the Interpon EC finished film also offers a high level of scratch and abrasion resistance making it an ideal coating for any article subject to graffiti damage.

Interpon EC is available as a high gloss clear suitable for application over polyester colored base coats such as our Interpon D1000 range. We are also able to custom match a wide range of colors with our 2 small batch services, MiniB™ and MiniB Micro, available from as little as 20kg, capable of coating approximately 140m².

Features
- Fume free
- Abrasion resistant
- Easily cleaned to remove graffiti
- Reduces maintenance costs

Interpon EC is suitable for use on a wide range of applications including but not limited to:

Application Uses
- Public furniture including benches, council rubbish bins, street signage and post boxes
- Panels including telephone booths, tram and bus stops
- Public transport such as buses, trains and trams
- School and garden furniture
- Marker boards
- Roller shutter doors
- Automatic Teller Machines
- Lighting fixtures
- Fencing
- Domestic appliances

All products supplied and technical advice given are subject to the standard terms of sale of the AkzoNobel supplying company. Typical end uses for Interpon products are displayed in this publication using actual projects and representative images. Warranty applies only to aluminium when coated by an Interpon D Approved Applicator, terms and conditions apply. Contact your Interpon representative for further details. Interpon® and Interpon EC™ are registered trademarks of Akzo Nobel International BV.